
TITLE:  EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN 
LEVEL:  EMS-1 $16.37hr – $19.50hr 
DEPARTMENT: EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES 
 
FUNCTION: Provides emergency care and transportation for the sick and injured. 
 
SUPERVISION RECEIVED:  Works under the general supervision of the Paramedic. 
 
SUPERVISION EXERCISED:  None. 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES: Responds to given locations with lights and siren, driving in a defensive 
manner, obeying the rules of the road. 
 
Working alongside a Paramedic, stabilizes patients at scene, i.e. CPR, airway management, control 
bleeding, assists in starting IV, splints body as needed using proper equipment to load patient into 
ambulance. 
 
Prepares patient care reports contiguous with incidents to ensure continuity of care for the EMS 
Office, billing records and physician information. 
 
Ensures that equipment is in proper places and in good working order, cleans equipment and patient 
care compartment in order to have the ambulance ready for the next response. Replaces stock used in 
the course of patient care as required. 
 
Contacts the Dispatch Center in order to inform them of status relative to response, arrival, 
availability, deployment of additional resources for any other reason necessary for operation. 
 
Minor vehicle maintenance, which includes washing; checking oil, water, fuel; washing floors and 
cleaning windows. 
 
Attends re-certification classes in order to maintain certification.  
 
QUALIFICATIONS: Applicants must possess current certification as an Emergency Medical 
Technician (Ambulance) by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health, and current 
certification as a Healthcare Provider by the American Heart Association (M.G.L., Chapter 111c, 
sections 3 and 6).  Must have a valid Massachusetts driver’s license and good driving record.   
 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:  This position is subject to re-certification by the State Office of 
Emergency Medical Services.  Must have a Criminal Offender Record Information (CORI) check, 
mandatory by MGL Chapter 6 Sec. 172C.   
 
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT USED: Ambulance, oxygen equipment, anti-shock equipment, first 
aid supplies, semi-auto defibrilators, stretchers, etc. 
 
PHYSICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS: Duties require frequent and extended 
periods of outside work, subject to all weather conditions and extremes; continuous walking, 



standing, climbing and frequent periods requiring sustained uncomfortable physical positions; 
regular and sustained periods of strenuous physical exertion, requiring the ability to lift, carry and 
position heavy objects utilizing proper body mechanics and techniques; operation of equipment 
which causes loud noise levels and high vibrations; may require the exercise of caution when 
operating equipment or handling chemicals or other toxic materials; utilization of proper sanitary 
precautions when handling trash, garbage and other potential hazards. 
 
SELECTION GUIDELINES:  Formal application; rating of education and experience; oral 
interview and reference check; and job-related tests may be required. 
 
The duties listed above are intended only as illustrations of the various types of work that may be 
performed.  The omission of specific statements of duties does not exclude them from the position if 
the work is similar, related or a logical assignment to the position. 
 
The job description does not constitute an employment agreement between the employer and 
employee and is subject to change by the employer as the needs of the employer and requirements of 
the job change. 
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